Pitch deck

Understanding DeFi
DeFi’s advantages of decentralization, low transaction costs, product versatility, and transparency
are being harnessed by a growing range of innovative platforms for trading, insurance, payments,
lending, and derivatives. Nevertheless, significant challenges remain:
Decentralized Exchanges (DEXs) are plagued by limited liquidity, capital inefficiency, slow
transaction speeds, and high gas costs.
Although some DEXs (like Serum) use order books to match all option/ lending/futures positions, it
cannot compare with that of major Centralised Exchanges (CEX), which nevertheless suffer from
hacking and single-point of failure risks.
Without real-time and reliable quotes on all tradable financial assets, DeFi applications will not be
able to replace centralized structures, and the discontinuity of price quotes will impede the
creation of reliably priced derivative products.

The Solana Edge: How HGM Leverages
A Revolutionary Blockchain

Transactions per
second

65,000

15

100

1000

270

Average
Fee/Transaction

$0.0015

$15

$0.01

$1

$0.25

Transaction Latency

0.4 sec

5 min

75 sec

2 min

10 min

Number of validators

1,000

11,000

21

297

2,376

Transactions to Date

15 billion

1.07 billion

227 million

1.7 million

5.9 million

HolyGrail Markets In A Nutshell
Holy Grail Markets (HGM) solves DeFi shortcomings permanently with a comprehensive DeFi platform that
offers AMM lending, options trading, DAO index investing, and AMM gamification capabilities.
Built on Solana, the world’s fastest Blockchain, HGM enables the trading of options on all crypto assets at the
most competitive costs and speeds on the market. In particular, HGM’s binary options bypass the problem of
unreliable digital asset prices by replacing bets with a simple yes/no proposition, which requires price levels to
be determined only at specific future intervals rather than continuously.
Furthermore, no asset exchanges occur as all option outcomes are settled between users via the native HGMA
token. Users can also opt to invest in DAO-governed index funds to gain exposure to the long-term growth of
crypto assets. The execution and settlement of all trades occur virtually, instantaneously, and on-chain,
providing protocol users a completely unprecedented trading experience.

Trade Options With Zero
Commissions
Binary options offer significant upside with limited downside. Holy Grail Markets allows you
to trade binary options without commission fees simply by staking into an investable AMM
program. Trade binary options on HolyGrail Markets to unlock a virtually endless world of
trading strategies.

Stake Your Crypto, Double Your
Rewards
Thanks to our network of DeFi partners, when you stake HGMA tokens, you get double the
rewards of a regular staking program. This means extra binary options, additional HGMA
tokens, and lottery rewards every day. Find out more about our partners here.

Boost Your Returns With
Investable AMM
When you join Holy Grail Markets’ Investable Automatic Market Maker (AMM) facility,
you supply liquidity to our partner protocols. All liquidity borrowing is done via our
proprietary algorithm, minimizing the number of tokens used so you can stake (and earn)
in other protocols.

Invest In DAO Index Funds With
HGMA Tokens
Our index funds give you total exposure to the performance of crypto assets, which you
help select by voting in the Holy Grail Market DAO. You can choose how much of your
staked HLP to invest into particular index funds, thanks to our AMM protocol.

AMM Staking
Games. Stake More,
Win More
Our index funds give you total exposure to
the performance of crypto assets, which you
help select by voting in the Holy Grail Market
DAO. You can choose how much of your
staked HLP to invest into particular index
funds, thanks to our AMM protocol.

The Holy Grail Market Architecture
Offer investors the long-term appreciation potential of the HGMA token.
Incentivize investors to stake on the HGM protocol with the AMM functionality and
additional token-based rewards.
Provide liquidity on-demand to partner protocols, making the HLP token a crossprotocol asset and borrowing collateral.
Offer investors a broad range of trading capabilities via crypto-based binary
options.
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Token Distribution
Total Supply

Initial Market Cap

5,000,000,000

453,500
Distribution

Supply

USDC

Early Backers

3%

150,000,000

0.0025

Private

4%

200,000,000

0.0040

Lucky IDO

1%

50,000,000

0.0040

Public

3%

150,000,000

0.0070

Staking

30%

1,500,000,000

Treasury

26%

1,300,000,000

Ecosystem fund

25%

1,250,000,000

Advisors

4%

200,000,000

Team

4%

200,000,000

Token Realease Schedule
Early Backers

4% week 1 & 2, 8% months 3-13, 4% month 14

Private

5% week 1 & 2, 7% months 2-13, 6% month 14

Lucky IDO

5% week 1 & 2, 7% months 2-13, 6% month 14

Public

10% week 1 & 2, 20% months 2-5

Staking

1% week 1, 5% week 2,3,4, 5% months 2-17, 4% month 18

Treasury

1% week 1, 5% week 2,3,4, 5% months 2-17, 4% month 18

Ecosystem fund

1% week 1, 5% week 2,3,4, 5% months 2-17, 4% month 18

Advisors

10% months 7-16

Team

10% months 7-16

Roadmap
2022

2022

2022

2023

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Community building
Brand awareness
Clickable Prototype
Lottery Mechanism Testnet
launch

Solana Foundation
Collaboration

Private Alpha Version
Testing

Partnerships

Staking Pools

Zero Comissions Options
Trading Demo

Public IDO
DEX Listing
CEX Listing

Public Beta Testing
Protocol Launch
Institutional partnerships
200M TVL

